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Two lines are said to be parallel when they do not intersect. We can also say that the two lines that run together and meet in infinity are called parallel lines. What is Transversal? When a line crosses two lines at different points, it is called a transverse line. In the figure below, line l intersects a and b from two separate points P and Q. Therefore, line L is a transverse line. Transverse lines In the figure below, line c is not transverse,
although it intersects two lines in a and b O because it does not intersect both lines from two separate points. For a line to be transverse, it must meet two or more lines at separate points. Intersecting lines The angle ratio between parallel lines and transverse lines Different pairs of angles are formed when the transverse line intersects two or more parallel lines. Let us quickly repeat the angle ratios from the parallel lines cut off by the
transverse line. Allow a and b to be two parallel lines intersected by transverse l at points P and Q as shown in the figure below. Transverse and parallel lines Based on the figure above, we can create a table that appears to have formed angles and their relationships. The question arises as to how we can determine whether the two lines are parallel or not? Is there any condition that indicates the parallel nature of two or more lines?
Think about this situation. The teacher asked Alan to draw two parallel lines. Using the set squares and ruler, he drew a straight line segment AB and then placed the set square on this line and drew two line segments XY and PQ by changing the position of the set squares as shown in the image. The inner corner on the same side of the transverse He claimed that XY and PQ are parallel. How do you know how? That is simply the
right thing to do. Line segment AB acts as a transverse and PQ angle and angle X and angle Y are equal angles in this case. Therefore, XY and PQ are parallel line segments. The following conclusions can be drawn: If the transverse lines intersect two lines so that the corresponding angles are equal, the line pair is parallel. If the transverse lines intersect two lines in such a way that the sum of the inner corners on the same side of
the transverse direction is complementary, the line pair shall be parallel. If two lines are cut transversely so that the pair of alternate angles is equal to the other, the line pair is parallel. Therefore, when checking whether the two lines are parallel or not, if one of the above conditions is met, the lines are parallel. For more information, download byju's Learning app and improve your problem-solving skills. When two lines cut, they form
two pairs of opposite corners, A + C and B + D. Another word for opposite corners are vertical angles. Vertical angles are always which means they're equal. Adjacent corners are corners that come Vertex. Adjacent corners share a common edge and do not overlap. The xzy size of the angle of the image above is the sum of angles A and B. Two corners are said to complement each other when the sum of the two corners is 90°. Two
corners are said to complement when the sum of two corners is 180°. If we have two parallel lines and a third line that crosses them, as in the table below - the crossing line is called transverse when the transverse cuts eight corners on two parallel lines. The eight corners together form four pairs of matching corners. Corners 1 and 5 form one in pairs. The corresponding angles are consistent. All angles with the same position for
parallel lines and transverse lines are similar pairs, such as 3 + 7, 4 + 8 and 2 + 6. Angles between the dives of a parallel line, such as angles 2 and 8, are called from the inner corners, while corners outside two parallel lines, such as 1 and 6, are called from the outer corners. Alternative angles such as 1 + 8 are used to walk on opposite sides of the transverseverseverse. All corners that are either outer corners, inner corners,
alternative angles or similar angles are all converge. Example The image above shows two parallel lines with a transverse line. Angle 6 is 65°. Is there any other angle that also measures 65°? 6 and 8 are vertical angles and therefore converge, which means that angle 8 is also 65°. 6 and 2 are similar angles and are therefore consistent, which means that angle 2 is 65°. 6 and 4 are alternate outer corners and therefore converge,
which means that angle 4 is 65°. Video hour find all angle measure Line crosses parallel lines If 2 parallel lines, line l, and line m series are crossed or cut on another line, line n, we say transverse lines intersect a set of parallel lines. Each parallel line cut with a transverse line has 4 corners around the junction. They match as a unit of measure and position with the counterparty on another parallel line. Each parallel line has two pairs
of vertical angles. Each corner of the pair is aligned with the other corner of the pair. 1 4, angle 1 is the same angle 4. 2 3, angle 2 is the aligned corner 3. 5 8, angle 5 is the same angle 8. 6 7, corner 6 is the same angle 7. Matching angle names Corners have special names that identify their locations in relation to parallel lines and transverse orientation. They are similar angles, alternate inner corners or alternative outer corners. The
angles correspond to the angle that matches it. ©: 4.11.2003, 10.6.2019 www.mathnstuff.com/math/spoken/here/2class/260/trans.htm Adjacent corners: two corners with a common vertage, a common side and no overlap. Corners ∠1 and ∠2 are side by side. Additional angles: two angles with a 90° sum of the measures. Corners ∠1 and ∠2 complete Complementary these corners corners sum is 90°): Additional angles: two angles
with a sum of 180°. Corners ∠1 and ∠2 are complementary. When a picture has two parallel lines, there are two main areas: indoor and outdoor spaces. When you cut two parallel lines on the third line, the third line is called transverse. In the example below, eight angles are formed when parallel lines m and n are cut with a transverse line, t. This image forms several special pairs of angles. Some pairs have already been checked:
Vertical pairs: ∠1 and ∠4 ∠2 and ∠3 ∠5 and ∠8 ∠6 and ∠7 Remember that all vertical angle pairs are consistent. Additional pairs: ∠1 and ∠2 ∠2 and ∠4 ∠3 and ∠4 ∠1 and ∠3 ∠5 and ∠6 ∠6 and ∠8 ∠7 and ∠8 ∠5 and ∠7 Recall, that the additional angles are corners with an angle measurement of 180°. All these extra pairs are linear pairs. Later, this section describes other additional pairs in a shortcut. There are three other
special pairs of corners. These couples are matching couples. Alternative inner corners two corners inside parallel lines and on opposite (alternative) sides of the transverse line. The alternate inner corners are adjacent and converge. Alternative outer corners two corners on the outer surface of parallel lines and on opposite (alternative) sides of the transverse line. The alternative outer corners are non-adjacent and converge.
Corresponding angles two corners, one on the inside and one on the outside, which are on the same side of the transverse side. The corresponding angles are non-adjacent and converge. To respond to sample problems, use the following diagram of parallel lines cut by a transverse line. Example: What is ∠8? Dimensions 53° and ∠8 are alternative outer corners. They're on the outside, on opposite sides of the transverse side.
Because they converge, ∠8 = 53°. Example: What is ∠7? ∠8 and ∠7 are a linear pair; they are complementary. Their measures are up to 180°. Therefore∠7 = 180° to 53° = 127°. 1. When transverse cutting crosses lines along the same lines, all the acute angles formed are consistent and all the angles formed are consistent. In the image above, ∠1, ∠4, ∠5 and ∠7 are all acute angles. They're all with each other. ∠1 ≅ ∠4 are
vertical angles. ∠4 ≅ ∠5 are alternate inner corners and ∠5 ≅ ∠7 are vertical angles. The same argument applies to the heterogeneous angles in the ∠2, ∠3, ∠6 and ∠8 are all consistent. 2. When parallel lines are cut on a transverse line, any formed acute angle and formed angle complement others. The picture shows that 3 and ∠4 ∠ because they are a linear pair. Also note that the ∠3 ≅ ∠7 because they are similar angles.
Therefore, you can ∠7 ∠3 and know that ∠7 and ∠4 are complementary. Example: The following illustration shows two parallel lines cut with a transverse line. What a marked angle which complement ∠1? The additional angle ∠ 1 is ∠6. ∠1 is an error angle, and any acute angle combined with any error angle are additional angles. This is the only marked angle that is acute. Other Resources: Corners - Solutions Problems Corner
Types Cross-Cut Parallel Lines
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